Recently, locality sensitive hashing (LSH) was shown to be effective for MIPS and several algorithms including L 2 -ALSH, Sign-ALSH and Simple-LSH have been proposed. In this paper, we introduce the normrange partition technique, which partitions the original dataset into sub-datasets containing items with similar 2-norms and builds hash index independently for each sub-dataset. We prove that norm-range partition reduces the query processing complexity for all existing LSH based MIPS algorithms under mild conditions. The key to performance improvement is that norm-range partition allows to use smaller normalization factor most sub-datasets. For efficient query processing, we also formulate a unified framework to rank the buckets from the hash indexes of different sub-datasets. Experiments on real datasets show that norm-range partition significantly reduces the number of probed for LSH based MIPS algorithms when achieving the same recall.
Introduction
The problem of maximum inner product search (MIPS) is defined as follows [Shrivastava and Li, 2014] : given a dataset S ⊂ R d containing n vectors (also called items) and a query q ∈ R d , find the item that has the maximum inner product with the query, p = arg max x∈S q x.
(1)
Ties are broken randomly and the definition of MIPS can be trivially extended to top-k inner product search.
MIPS has many important applications such as recommendation based on user and item embeddings [Koren et al., 2009] , multi-class classification with linear classifier [Dean et al., 2013] and object matching in computer vision [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] . Please refer to [Shrivastava and Li, 2014] for a more detailed discussion of the applications of MIPS. In these applications, it usually suffices to find approximate MIPS. When the size of the dataset is large, naive linear scan often fails to meet the delay requirement of on-line query processing. Although there are several tree based methods Gray, 2012, Koenigstein et al., 2012] for MIPS, they suffer from the cruse of dimensionality and can perform even worse than linear scan with a moderate number of dimensions (e.g., 20) . LSH based methods are appealing as they provide provably sub-linear query processing complexity for approximate nearest neighbor search (NNS) and their complexity does not depend on the number of dimension [Indyk and Motwani, 1998 ]. However, constructing an LSH for MIPS is generally considered challenging [Koenigstein et al., 2012] . The main difficulty is that self-similarity is not the highest for inner product, which means an LSH for MIPS needs to satisfy P H [h(x) = h(y)] > P H [h(x) = h(x)] = 1 when y x > x x.
In their seminal work [2014] , Shrivastava and Li formulated the first LSH for MIPS (L 2 -ALSH) utilizing the fact that the LSH framework does not require to use the same hash function for item and query. They apply a pair of asymmetric 1 transformations 1 Asymmetric means different transformations/hash functions are used for the query and item. While symmetric means the same transformation is applied to both item and query.
P (x) and Q(q) on item and query, and transform the problem of MIPS into Euclidean distance similarity search, which can be solved by existing LSH. Later, they improved L 2 -ALSH with Sign-ALSH [Shrivastava and Li, 2015] , which transforms MIPS into angular similarity search using another pair of asymmetric transformations. However, Neyshabur and Srebro showed that asymmetric transformations are not necessary [2015] . They proposed Simple-LSH, which uses a symmetric transformation to transform MIPS into angular similarity search. In both Sign-ALSH and Simple-LSH, the resulting angular similarity search problem is using an existing family of hash function called sign random projection. A more detailed introduction to these algorithms will be provided in Section 2.
The aforementioned LSH based MIPS algorithms follow a two-step procedure: first transform MIPS into angular/Euclidean similarity search, then use existing LSHs for angular/Euclidean similarity to solve the transformed problem. This observation opens up two directions for performance improvement, i.e., using better LSH functions and developing better transformations. Connecting the transformation of Simple-LSH with cross-polytope LSH [Andoni et al., 2015, Terasawa and Tanaka, 2007] , a state-of-the-art LSH family for angular similarity, we develop a new LSH based algorithm for MIPS called Cross-LSH. Cross-LSH outperforms all existing LSH based MIPS algorithms and the reason is that cross-polytope LSH solves angular similarity search more efficiently than sign random projection.
For better transformations, we propose the normrange partition technique as a universal catalyst for LSH based MIPS algorithms. Norm-range partition divides the entire datasets into sub-datasets according to the percentiles of the 2-norm distribution of the items and builds hash index independently for each sub-dataset using an existing MIPS algorithm as sub-routine. The insight is that all existing algorithms need to normalize the items by the maximum Euclidean norm in the dataset and query processing complexity is an increasing function of the normalization constant. By dividing the entire dataset into sub-datasets, norm-range partition can use smaller normalization constant for most sub-datasets. We also prove that norm-range partition reduces the query processing complexity for all LSH based MIPS algorithms under mild conditions. To facilitate practical query processing, we also formulate a general framework to rank the buckets across the hash indexes of different sub-datasets.
We conduct experiments on real datasets and the results show that norm-range partition consistently improves the performance for all LSH based MIPS algorithms.
Notations: We use . to denote the Euclidean norm of vectors. Euclidean norm is also called norm for conciseness. As the norm of the query does not affect the result of MIPS, we assume the query have unit norm, i.e., q = 1 throughout the paper.
LSH based MIPS Algorithms
A widely used formalism of approximate near neighbor search is c-approximate near neighbor search, which is defined as follows 2 :
Definition 1. (c-approximate near neighbor search or c-NN) Given a set S of items in d-dimensional space R d , and parameters S > 0, 0 < c < 1 and δ > 0, construct a data structure which, given a query q ∈ R d , does the following with probability 1 − δ: if there exist an S-near neighbor of q in S, it returns some cS-near neighbor of q in S.
The definition only concerns S > 0, which is not very restrictive as we are interested only in items having positive inner product with the query in most cases. Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [Indyk and Motwani, 1998 , Andoni et al., 2018 , Datar et al., 2004 is a family of hash functions with the property that more similar items are hashed to the same value with higher probability. For a similarity function sim, if there exist an LSH family, c-NN can be conducted in with sub-linear complexity.
Definition 2. (Locality Sensitive Hashing) A family H is said to be a (S, cS, p 1 , p 2 )-LSH for similarity function sim if, for any x, y ∈ R d , h chosen uniformly random from H satisfies the following:
For an LSH to be useful, it is required that p 1 > p 2 . Given a family of (S, cS, p 1 , p 2 )-LSH, one can construct a data structure for c-NN with O(n ρ log n) query time, where ρ = log p1 log p2 . We call ρ the quality of an LSH and smaller ρ means lower query processing complexity, thus higher quality. For a family of LSH, ρ is a function of S and c, we also call (S, c) the condition number, which decides the difficulty of the c-NN problem.
There exist well-known LSHs for Euclidean distance and angular similarity. For Euclidean distance, one LSH and its collision probability are given as:
in which a is a random vector whose entries follow i.i.d. standard normal distribution, b is generated from a uniform distribution over [0, r] , Φ(x) is the cumulative density function of standard normal distribution and d = x − y is the Euclidean distance between x and y. For angular similarity, sign random projection (SRP) is an LSH: m at tower rate, the problem of finding the maximum inner product of q is transformed into finding the nearest neighbor of Q(q) in Euclidean distance, which can solved by the LSH in (2). The quality p of L 2 -ASLH is given as:
Sign-ALSH
Shrivastava and Li [2015] found that SRP for angular similarity provides better ρ than the Euclidean distance LSH in (2). Therefore, they improved L 2 -ASLH by transforming MIPS into angular similarity search with another pair of transformations:
in which the definition of M and U are similar to that of L 2 -ASLH. After transformation, we have:
As the 
Simple-LSH
Neyshabur and Srebro [2015] argued that asymmetric transformations are not necessary if the items have bounded norm and the query has unit norm. Assuming the items are normalized by the maximum norm M in the dataset, i.e., x → x M , they proposed to use the same transformation P (x) for both the items and the query.
After the transformation, we have
which shows that larger inner product leads to higher angular similarity. Simple-LSH uses SRP to solve the resulting angular similarity search problem and its quality ρ is given as:
We remark that existing LSH based MIPS algorithms can be viewed as a composition of two components: (1) a transformation from the original (S, c)-MIPS problem to a (S,c)-Euclidean distance 3 or angular similarity search problem; (2) an existing LSH to solve the transformed problem. For example, Simple-LSH transforms the original (S, c)-MIPS problem into a ( S M , c)-angular similarity search problem and uses SRP for angular similarity search. Moreover, the two components are relatively independent, which means two directions are possible for performance improvement. Firstly, reusing existing transformations, we can switch to better LSH 4 for the resulting Euclidean/angular similarity search problem. Secondly, we can design better transformations 5 while using the same LSH family as existing algorithm. In the subsequent sections, we show that both directions can be leveraged to devise better LSH based MIPS algorithms.
Cross-LSH
In this section, we formulate an LSH based MIPS algorithm that outperforms existing ones by connecting the transformation of Simple-LSH in (11) with Cross-polytope LSH, a more advanced LSH family for angular similarity.
Cross-polytope LSH targets Euclidean distance similarity search on the unit sphere, which is equivalent to angular similarity search. It is shown that crosspolytope LSH not only achieves the asymptotically optimal running time exponent theoretically but also significantly outperforms SRP in experiments . A hash function in the cross-polytope family is defined by a random matrix A ∈ R d ×d whose entires follow i.i.d. standard Gaussian distribution, and maps a vector x on d-dimensional unit sphere to an alphabet of size 2d using two steps: first calculate the normalized projection as y = Ax Ax and then find the closest point to y in {±e i } 1≤i≤d , where e i is the i-th standard basis vector of R d . For (d, c)-NN in Euclidean distance, the hash quality ρ of Cross-polytope LSH is given as 6 :
4 We say an LSH family H 1 is better than another LSH family H 2 , if for every valid configuration of (S, c), H 1 provides smaller ρ, i.e., ρ H 1 (S, c) < ρ H 2 (S, c).
5 Given an (S, c)-MIPS problem and an LSH family H, we say a transformation T 1 is better than transformation
, in which (S T , c T ) is the condition number of the original MIPS problem after applying transformation T .
6 ρ is given approximately as there are approximations in the derivation in . Cross-polytope LSH combines naturally with the transformation in (11) as it maps both query and item to the unit sphere. After the transformation, the Euclidean distance between item x and query q is:
which shows that larger inner product results in smaller Euclidean distance. We can show that an (S, c)-MIPS is transformed into a (d, c)-Euclidean distance similarity search with parameters
Combine (16) with the hash quality of cross-ploytope LSH in (14), we can get the hash quality of Cross-LSH for (S, c)-MIPS as:
We plot the theoretical ρ values of Simple-LSH and Cross-polytope LSH in Figure 1 . We do not include L 2 -ALSH and Sign-ALSH in the comparison as it has been shown that Simple-LSH achieves better hash quality than them. The results clearly show that Cross-LSH outperforms Simple-LSH theoretically. We will also show that Cross-LSH outperforms all existing LSH based MIPS algorithms in experiments in Section 5.
Norm-range Partition
In this section, we first introduce the norm-range partition technique which achieves better transformation by using smaller normalization factor for most sub-datasets. Then we discuss how to apply the normrange partition technique efficiently for MIPS in practice.
The Norm-range Partition Technique
The index building and query processing procedure of norm-rang partition are described in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively.
Algorithm 1 Norm-range Partition: Index Building 1: Input: Dataset S, size n, sub-dataset number w 2: Output: A hash index I j for each sub-dataset 3: Rank the items in S according to their norms 4: Partition S into w sub-datasets {S 1 , S 2 , ..., S w } such that S j holds items whose norms ranked in the range [
Use a meta algorithm to build index I j for S j ; 7: end for Algorithm 2 Norm-range Partition: Query Processing 1: Input: Hash indexes {I 1 , I 2 , ..., I w }, query q 2: Output: A c-approximate MIPS x to q 3: for every hash index I j do
4:
Conduct MIPS with q to get x j ; 5: end for 6: Select the item in {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x w } that has the maximum inner product with q as the answer.
For index building, norm-range partition divides the dataset into sub-datasets according to percentiles in the norm distribution, which ensures that items in the same sub-dataset have similar norms. Then an arbitrary existing LSH based MIPS algorithm (L 2 -ALSH, Sign-ALSH, Simple-LSH, Cross-LSH) is used as meta algorithm to build index for each sub-dataset independently. Note that for the ranking in the third line of Algorithm 1, ties are broken randomly. If the norm distribution of the dataset is not very special 7 , most sub-datasets will have a local maximum norm M j = max x∈Sj x that is smaller than the global maximum norm M = max x∈S x in the entire dataset. Observe that all transformations in Section 2 involve a normalization process, i.e., scaling all items by the maximum norm in the dataset 8 . The normalization process is necessary to counter the problem that self-similarity is not the highest for inner product. However, by partitioning the dataset into sub-datasets, 7 For example, all items have the same norm. 8 Normalization is implicit in the transformation of Simple-LSH in (11) as it requires x ≤ 1 before applying the transformation.
most sub-datasets can use smaller normalization factors M j < M . We will show that the ability to reduce the normalization factors is the source of performance improvement.
For query processing, norm-range partition conducts MIPS on the hash index of each sub-dataset independently and gets a local result x j from subdataset S j . Then, the optimal one is selected from the local results as the final answer x . We show that norm-range partition is a valid LSH for MIPS, which is stated in Theorem 1. Theorem 1. Given parameters S > 0, 0 < c < 1, if there exists an item having inner product S with query q in the dataset, norm-range partition returns an item with inner product at least cS with probability 1 − δ.
Proof. If there exists an item with inner product S, it is contained in one of the sub-datasets after partition. Denote that sub-dataset as S j , query processing on its hash index I j is guaranteed to return some item having inner product cS with probability 1 − δ. This is because the meta algorithm used for index building in Algorithm 1 is a valid LSH for MIPS. For query processing in Algorithm 2, the final answer x is obtained by choosing the optimal one from the local answers generated by the sub-datasets. This ensures that x has an inner product at least cS with probability 1 − δ. Now we analyze the query processing complexity of norm-range partition. Denote the hash quality ρ of an LSH based MIPS algorithm on the entire dataset and sub-dataset S j as ρ and ρ j , respectively. From Section 2, we know that both ρ and ρ j are functions of S, c and the normalization factor. The following Lemma gives the relation between ρ and ρ j .
Lemma 1. For a sub-dataset S j , if it has M j < M , where M j = max x∈Sj x and M = max x∈S x , then ρ j < ρ.
We provide the detailed proof of Lemma 1 in the supplementary material. For Simple-LSH and Cross-LSH, we have ρ (M ) > 0, which means larger M results in higher query processing complexity. For L 2 -ALSH and Sign-ALSH, we prove that Lemma 1 holds when assuming the
This assumption is not very restrictively as L 2 -ALSH and Sign-ALSH also need it to be valid LSH for MIPS. Moreover, U and m are usually chosen to make the term very small in practice. We also provide plots of the theoretically in the supplementary material ρ of L 2 -ALSH and Sign-ALSH without ignoring the U x M 2 m+1 term under various setting of (S, c), which show that ρ is an increasing function of M .
The result of Lemma 1 can also be interrupted intuitively. Observe that the transformations in Section 2 all introduce dummy terms, such as the 1 − x 2 the term in Simple-LSH and the 1 2 − U x M 2 term in Sign-ALSH. These terms do not affect inner product but are necessary to make the algorithms valid LSH for MIPS. If we process the entire dataset as a whole, for a large number of items whose norm is much smaller than the maximum norm M 9 , these terms will be large and have significant impact on the result of hashing. This harms the effectiveness of hashing in discriminating similar items from dissimilar items. By ensuring items in the same sub-dataset have similar norm and reducing the normalization factor, normrange partition effectively reduces the magnitude of the dummy terms, thus reduces the value of ρ.
Denote ρ = max ρj <ρ ρ j , which is the maximum ρ value for sub-datasets with ρ j < ρ. We analyze the query processing complexity of norm-range partition in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. Norm-range partition attains lower query processing complexity than the meta algorithm with sufficiently large n, if the dataset is divided into n α sub-datasets and there are at most n β sub-datasets with ρ j = ρ, where 0 < α < min{ρ, ρ−ρ 1−ρ } and 0 < β < αρ.
Proof. The query processing complexity of norm-range partitioning can be expressed as a function of n as:
In the first line, n α is the complexity of choosing the optimal answer from the local results from n α subdatasets while the second term is the complexity of MIPS on the sub-datasets. Due to percentile based partition, all sub-datasets have the same size n 1−α and ρ j is the hash quality on sub-dataset S j . The 9 We provide the norm distributions of same real datasets in the supplementary material as examples.
"≤" in the third line is because there are at most n β sub-datasets with ρ j = ρ, for the remaining n α − n β sub-datasets, their have ρ j ≤ ρ < ρ. Recall that if we use the meta to process the dataset as whole, the query complexity is O(n ρ log n). We can compare the complexity of norm-range partition and the meta algorithm as:
(19) (19) tends to 0 with sufficiently large n when α ≤ ρ, α + (1 − α)ρ < ρ and β − αρ < 0, which is satisfied by α < min{ρ, ρ−ρ 1−ρ } and β < αρ. We would like to comment that Theorem 2 holds under mild conditions. Firstly, it requires that there are at most n β sub-datasets with ρ j = ρ. Combining with Lemma 1, this means the number of sub-datasets with M j = M is no more than n β . For practical datasets, usually only the sub-dataset containing the items with the largest norm has M j = M 10 . Moreover, Theorem 2 imposes an upper bound n α for the number of sub-datasets, which is more favorable than a lower bound. This is because we need to build a hash index for each sub-dataset and a large number of hash indexes will be costly to manage. In the experiments, we will show that using a small number of sub-datasets already provides significant performance improvement.
When all items have the same norm, norm-range partition has higher complexity than the original meta algorithm due to the additional selection process. However, MIPS is equivalent to angular/Euclidean similarity search in this case, thus an LSH for MIPS is not needed. In the worst case, one can decide not to use norm-range partition if a portion of items have x = M .
Similar ideas was used in .
Practical Considerations
Although theoretically norm-range partition provides lower query processing complexity, several issues need to be solved in order to enjoy its performance benefits in practice.
Algorithm 1 uses independently generated hash functions to build index for different sub-datasets. Assume there are w sub-datasets and each sub-dataset has L hash functions, the query needs to be hashed Lw times. However, if a single hash index is used for the entire dataset, the query only needs to be hashed L times. To reduce the complexity of query processing, we use the same hash functions for different sub-datasets for index building so that the query only needs to be hashed L times to generate a single hash signature. This hash signature is then used to search then hash index of different sub-datasets. The theoretical guarantee (i.e., return a good approximate MIPS with high probability) of LSH only holds when using multiple hash tables. However, building multiple hash tables incurs high memory cost [Lv et al., 2007] . In practice, LSH is usually used in a single-table fashion for candidate generation [Li et al., 2018] . Items are put into buckets according to their hash codes and the buckets are ranked according to the number of identical hashes they have with the query. Then items in top-ranked buckets are retrieved as candidates for further verification. However, norm-range partition builds a hash index for each sub-dataset and how to rank the buckets from different sub-datasets is not straightforward. For example, even if bucket b i has less identical hashes than b j , b i could still be more favorable if it is from a sub-dataset with larger M j . Therefore, we formulate a framework that allows to rank the buckets from different sub-datasets.
After the transformations in Section 2, the hash collision probability can be expressed as a function of the inner product between the query and the item, i.e., P [h (x) = h(q)] = g(x q) 11 . For example, the collision probability of Simple-LSH is P = 1−
is a monotonically increasing function 11 We use h and h for the hash functions of the query and the item respectively as there may be asymmetry.
of inner product as a valid LSH needs to have higher collision probability for larger inner product. This means there exists an inverse function g −1 (.) for g(.). Assume there are L hashes in total and a bucket has l identical hashes with the query q, we can get an estimate of the collision probability l/L. Plug the estimate into g −1 (.) we get an estimate of the inner product asŝ = g −1 (l/L). For Simple-LSH, we havê s = M j cos π(1 − l L ) for a bucket from sub-dataset S j . We can useŝ as a similarity metric to rank the buckets from different sub-datasets. This framework is general and we show how to apply it to L 2 -ALSH, Sign-ALSH and Cross-LSH in the supplementary material.
Ranking real valued similarity metricŝ is still more complex than ranking the buckets in a single hash index, which can be conducted by efficient radix sort. As the similarity metrics of all LSH algorithms take the form M j g −1 (l/L), we can sort the all (M j , l) pairs in the index building phase and store a sorted list that is common for all queries. Query can be processed by transversing the sorted list by using M j to locate the sub-dataset and using l to locate the buckets via standard hash lookup. In this case, sorting is not needed for on-line query processing.
Experiment Results
For experiment evaluation, we used three popular datasets, i.e., Netflix, Yahoo!Music and ImageNet. Netflix and Yahoo!Music record the ratings users give for items and are commonly used for collaborative filtering. We obtained user and item embeddings from these two datasets using alternating least square (ALS) [Yun et al., 2013] based matrix factorization, To keep our experiment consistent with existing works [Shrivastava and Li, 2015, Neyshabur and Srebro, 2015] , we test the performance of our methods when used for single hash table based candidate generation. We report the probed item-recall curve for top-k MIPS, which is obtained as follows: the items are ranked according to the hash index for each query and the average recall of 1,000 queries is calculated when T items are probed. We report the results for top-20 MIPS in the paper and the results for other values of k can be found in the supplementary material. For both Sign-ALSH and L 2 -ALSH, we used the parameter (U , m and r) settings recommended by their authors. The datasets are partitioned into 32, 64 and 128 sub-datasets for norm-range partition under a code length of 16, 32 and 64, respectively. For fairness of comparison, we use shorter code for normrange partition as norm-range partition will generate more buckets than the meta algorithm if the same code length is used. To be more specific, when the meta algorithm uses a code length of 16, 32 and 64, norm-range partition uses code length of 11, 26, 57, respectively. The setting is aimed at ensuring that norm-range partition and the meta algorithm generate a similar number of buckets so that their memory costs are similar. Due to space limit, we report the performance under a code length of 32 in the paper, and the performance under other code lengths can be found in the supplementary material.
We compare the performance of Cross-LSH with existing LSH based MIPS algorithms in Figure 2 . The results show that Cross-LSH consistently outperforms existing algorithms on the three datasets. Moreover, the performance improvement is more significant when the size of the dataset is large.
We compare the LSH based MIPS algorithms with their norm-range versions in Figure 3 .The results show that norm-range partition provides performance improvement for all three datasets and all algorithms, which provides empirical evidence for Theorem 2. The performance improvement is more significant when the size of the dataset is large. Moreover, L 2 -ALSH attains the most significant improvement while the improvement on Cross-LSH is more moderate. This may be explained by the fact that Cross-LSH already performs very well originally and there is not to much room for improvement.
Conclusion
In this paper, we surveyed existing LSH based MIPS algorithms and made the observation that these algorithms consist of two independent components: a transformation that maps MIPS to similarity search in another metric and an existing LSH to solve the transformed problem. Based on this observation, we improve existing LSH based MIPS algorithms in two directions. By connecting the transformation of Simple-LSH with cross-polytope LSH, we develop a new algorithm named Cross-LSH that outperforms existing ones. More interestingly, we found that query processing complexity can be reduced by using smaller normalization factor. To utilize this fact, we propose the norm-range partition technique, which divides the dataset into sub-datasets according to percentiles in the norm distribution and allows us to use smaller normalization factor for most sub-datasets. We prove that norm-range partition is a universal catalyst for all existing LSH based MIPS algorithms under mild conditions. Experiment results also show that normrange partition consistently improves the performance of all LSH based MIPS algorithms.
A. Shrivastava and P. Li We show the norm distributions of the datasets used in the experiments in Figure 4 . The figure shows that real datasets have large different in norm among the items, which motivates the norm-partition technique. For the three datasets, only one sub-dataset (the one that contains items with the largest norm) has M j = M after partition, which shows norm-range partition is effective in reducing the normalization factor. Moreover, the three distributions take different shapes, but norm-range partition works well on all of them, which shows empirically that norm-range partition is robust to different norm distribution. 
B Proof of Lemma 1
Denote the hash quality ρ as a function of normalization factor M , Lemma 1 requires to prove that ρ (M ) > 0 for any 0 < S ≤ M and 0 < c < 1.
Simple-LSH. For Simple-LSH, we have
Define x = S/M , it suffices to prove ρ (x) < 0 for
, we have
With further deviation, we know that the sign of ρ (x) is decided by,
Define variables t = 1 − cos −1 (x) π and r = 1 −
, we have t, r ∈ [0.5, 1] and t > r as 0 < c < 1. We can re-express g(x) as g(x) = r sin(πr) ln r − ct sin(πt) ln t,
As t sin(πt) ln t < 0 and 0 < c < 1, g(x) < r sin(πr) ln r − t sin(πt) ln t, therefore, it suffices to prove that B(t) = t sin(πt) ln t in an increasing function for t ∈ [0.5, 1]. We have B (t) = sin(πt)(1 + ln t) + t ln t cos(πt), in which both terms are positive for t ∈ [0.5, 1]. Thus, we have proved ρ (M ) > 0 for Simple-LSH. Sign-ALSH. For Sign-ALSH, assuming the U x M 2 m+1 term in (10) is small enough to be ignored, its hash quality ρ can be expressed as,
which is takes similar form as the ρ of Simple-LSH. Define S = 2S/ √ m and 0 < S ≤ M (needed to make the LSH valid), the ρ of Sign-ALSH can be expressed as
Therefore, ρ (M ) > 0 can be proved following the same procedure as Simple-LSH. Cross-LSH. Taking derivative of the ρ in (17) shows the sign of ρ (M ) is decided by
which is positive as S < M and c < 1.
term is small enough to be ignored, its hash quality ρ can be expressed as:
The transformation of L 2 -ALSH maps a (S, c)-MIPS problem to a (d, α)-Euclidean similarity search problem,
. If M j < M and denote the result problem the problem transformed using M j as (d, α) and the problem transformed using M as (d , α ), we can prove d < d and α > α . For the hash function in (2), it has the property that
C Bucket ranking metrics for L 2 -ALSH, Sign-ALSH and Cross-LSH
We have shown how to use the general framework in Section 4.2 to rank the buckets across the buckets from the index of different sub-datasets for Simple-LSH. In this section, we apply the framework to L 2 -ALSH, Sign-ALSH and Cross-LSH. L 2 -ALSH. Assume that the U x M 2 m+1 term can be ignored, the Euclidean distance between P (x) and
For the Euclidean distance LSH in (2), the collision probability is expressed as a function F r (d) of distance. Denote the inverse function of F r (d) as g(y), and suppose a bucket has l identical hashes with the query and the total number of hashes is L. For sub-dataset S j , which uses M j as normalization factor, we can get an estimate of inner product asŝ = Sign-ALSH. Assume that the U x M 2 m+1 term can be ignored, the angular similarity between P (x) and Q(q) can be expressed as
. Connect it with the collision probability in (5) and follow a procedure similar to L 2 -ALSH, we can obtainŝ =
. Cross-LSH. For Cross-LSH, designing a similarity metric to rank the buckets across sub-datasets is more challenging as its collision probability does not have a closed-form expression. Cross-ploytope LSH is also more complex and single hash table based multi-probe already requires a similarity metric. The authors designed a similarity metric y x,v 2 , which is vector that can deduced from the hash value of the query and the bucket under consideration. 
